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ABSTRACT
The traditional business plan, the idea model, the business model, the lean and business model
canvases, lean startup, the minimum viable product, and design thinking are among the great many
tools and approaches available to and sometimes hotly debated by entrepreneurship educators today.
This chapter advances an integrative framework called Deliberate Opportunity Design (DOD) to
show that these are actually all connected by decades-old foundational work in organizational
learning and by notions of model-based learning that are borrowed from the field of science
education. It provides guidance to educators, both by explicitly connecting the dots between these
traditional and now-popular approaches, and by informing new principles for designing
entrepreneurial learning experiences. It provides a lens on the often-overlooked areas of critique and
self-assessment in the product and business design processes, and it puts forward a model for
articulating and framing the competencies students require to succeed as we move toward the more
action and practice-based paradigms being called for in the field today.

INTRODUCTION
So What?
The work being reported here responds in large part to what I call the “many new approaches
dilemma” in entrepreneurship education that has arisen in recent years – the problem that in the face
of so many approaches having become available for fostering entrepreneurship and innovation,
curricular design decisions are not always made based on sound instructional design principles or
with the right desired competencies in mind. It is not unusual to find entrepreneurship educators
arguing – sometimes quietly, and sometimes vehemently with an approach founder’s promotional
materials in hand – that the approach he or she has selected has more merit than another. And,
possibly worse than that, a good many of us are adopting approaches without having had the
important debates that would help assure that our initiatives have an impact.
Tasked with developing a new course, for example, a junior faculty member might adopt tools such
as the lean canvas of Ash Mauyra, the business model canvas of Alex Osterwalder, or the idea
modeling tools of Alex Bruton, because they are more readily available than others. A newly hired
adjunct professor, on the other hand, might design the same course based entirely on the popular
lean startup methodology developed by Eric Ries, guided by her exposure to it while running her last
startup. A senior professor whose own businesses were able to raise funds based on the quality of
their business plans might insist the course be based on the more formal and prediction-oriented
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approach of the business plan. The director of an incubator might adopt the design thinking
approaches of David Kelley because he took one of the d.School’s online courses while learning
about social innovation. And a professor with experience in web-based product management might
be inclined to structure things based on the customer development work of Steve Blank and Bob
Dorf because of how well it served his experience.
This is not to say these approaches are not important, useful, or valid; far from it, and this chapter
aims to advance a framework that helps us work toward a common and actionable view of them,
grounded in previously published work in various fields. Nor is it to say that the methodologies
named here are alone on the menu of new and time-tested approaches from which we can choose
today; they are not. Further, the supply side of this situation is likely not a problem; it is a good thing
that so many options are available to educators, and it can be a great thing that new branded and
packaged materials are so readily available to students and nascent entrepreneurs.
That said, the challenges of the “many new approaches dilemma” can arise, for example, when
decisions are made without proper regard to the need for constructive alignment (see Biggs, 2011)
between the desired learning outcomes, the choice of assessment methods, and the associated
teaching and learning activities. They can arise when an approach is selected only because of a
professor’s history with it, an academic chair’s personal preference for it, the popularity of the
associated brand with visiting entrepreneurs, or even just because an approach has more accessible
packaging. Further, teaching innovations are limited when modules, programs, courses, and cocurricular experiences are developed based on or become biased to only a subset of approaches.
In turn, these challenges can lead to significant detrimental outcomes for educators. To name a few
examples: I have witnessed arguments between entrepreneurship professors because one felt very
strongly about applying the business model canvas and the other felt just as strongly about using the
traditional business plan; I have read Listserv emails, blog posts, and even academic papers written
to debunk or espouse various approaches over others; I have worked with untenured faculty seeking
advice on how to explain their desire to implement “modern newfangled” approaches to their
department chair who “just doesn’t get it”; I have observed professors adopt an approach because
students “gave better evaluations when I tried it” and not because it helped students meet the
desired learning outcomes; I have advised academic program designers who had imported
approaches not designed for their context, and others that were openly unclear about which
methods to build into their courses; and I have worked with corporate leaders experiencing a
dilemma about which approaches they should adopt for their staff and processes.

Calls for “new frontiers” in fostering entrepreneurship
In addition to the significant opportunity that exists to serve program designers by addressing the
“many new approaches dilemma”, entrepreneurship education researchers have begun to recognize
some of the same challenges while also calling for the use of some of the above-named approaches
to help enable new paradigms in teaching and learning. The following provides limited but
representative examples of that work.
Lange et al. (2007), Brinckmann and Grichnik (2010), and Jones and Penaluna (2013) are among
those to have recently tackled the “stubborn” and “intense” debate that still seems to persist about
the role of business planning in enterprise and entrepreneurship education, for example. (Except in
some circumstances, it seems to remain unclear whether writing a business plan actually helps as a
tool for meeting some learning outcomes or whether it even leads to an increase the eventual odds
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of one’s success.) The business model continues to enjoy increasingly mainstream use in practice,
but in recent research – such as that reported in George and Bock (2009) and Morris and
Schindehutte (2015) – it is suggested that the literature on the topic remains “fragmented”,
“inconsistent” and “without consensus in regarding a definition.” Additionally, publications can be
found proposing and describing many of the other tools and approaches named here. Examples of
the use of the business model for entrepreneurial learning include Morris et al. (2005) and
Osterwalder (2005), examples in design thinking for entrepreneurship include Bruton (2010) and
Goldsby et al. (2014), and examples for lean startup in launching a new enterprise include Blank
(2013) – just to name a few of many. However, one is challenged to find peer reviewed research that
demonstrates the efficacy or superiority of these or the other earlier-mentioned approaches over
each other, over other established approaches, or in helping meet the right learning outcomes.
Importantly though, some researchers have begun pointing to approaches such as those being
highlighted here as being useful in enabling new paradigms, alternative models, and practice-based
approaches to education. For example, Brush et al. (2015) make the case for practice-based
entrepreneurship education in which educators “must create a classroom where ‘being
entrepreneurial’ is a baseline behavior”, and they name the business model canvas and the idea
model as being useful in implementing what they call the Practice of Experimentation. Parts of the
work of Ries (2011) and Blank and Dorf (2012), e.g. on hypothesis testing, also fall in this camp. In
setting a vision for “new frontiers” in entrepreneurship education, Neck and Greene (2011)
specifically outline the fit of “design-based learning” and “serious games and simulations” in
approaching entrepreneurship as a value creation method (vs. venture creation process). Lackéus
(2014) specifically names design thinking, the business model, lean startup, and customer
development as “some of the more contemporary models and theories [that] have a more explicit
focus on value creation rather than venture creation” in his work on how to make students more
entrepreneurial by shifting practices from being dominated by outcomes focused on learning about
entrepreneurship to outcomes about, for and through entrepreneurship. Along the lines of learning by
taking action, Morris et al. (2013) outline specific competency-based learning outcomes our
educational approaches need to teach if our students are going to take entrepreneurial action. So
while there is a lack of hard evidence that some of the approaches named here actually lead to better
entrepreneurial outcomes, the argument is being made that “in order to be entrepreneurial, students
must do things … rather than just plan” and that traditional predictive and process-based
approaches are not the most effective for the new paradigms (Brush et al., 2015).

This chapter
On one hand, the above-mentioned research represents a call for entrepreneurship educators to shift
their practices in order to help tomorrow’s entrepreneur learn through more action and practicebased approaches. While on the other hand, the earlier-described “many new approaches dilemma”
speaks to the challenges to be faced when trying to do so.
This chapter responds to this situation by advancing a way of thinking and practice for educators.
First, work in model-based learning in science education is built upon to establish a framework for a
Deliberate Opportunity Design Learning Model that makes explicit the connection between key
modeling tools available to educators today (such as the idea model, business model and business
plan) and that can serve to guide the development of learning pathways and experiences in modern
entrepreneurial contexts. Next, that framework is used to make the case for prototyping entire
opportunities (not just products) and the four key ways of prototyping an opportunity are described.
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Examples are provided of how one can use the proposed framework to design different
entrepreneurship curricula, and the framework is extended to the Deliberate Opportunity Design
Learning Process, a generally applicable entrepreneurial learning process for designing opportunities.
This is used to show the connection to other related processes (such as predictive planning, design
thinking, lean startup and the minimum viable product). The case is made (and sample tools are
shared) for the important task of enabling students and entrepreneurs to do their own (teacher
independent) critique and assessment of the potential of their work to create value. Finally, the
imperative is made clear for providing learners with new enabling competencies if we are going to
succeed in making the shifts being called for, and a model is advanced for structuring that work in a
way that incorporates leading thinking on competencies and supports teachers and researchers
moving into the new action-based paradigms.

MODEL-BASED LEARNING FOR ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Our first fundamental building block: Model-based learning
The goal of this section is to introduce thinking that will later allow us to connect the dots between
entrepreneurial models such as the idea model, the business model, and the business plan, and to
recast those as “prototypes of opportunities” in the Deliberate Opportunity Design framework.
A simple theory is shown in Figure 1 for thinking about modern approaches to pedagogical model
construction in a classroom. This is modified only very slightly from the work of Clement (2000),
which was published as part of a special issue of the International Journal of Science Education
focused on the use of models in science education. It is intended to provide guidance to teachers by
connecting concepts such as preconceptions, intermediate models (used in the classroom), target
models (desired knowledge states to which we want the student to get), expert consensus models
(currently accepted by scientists), and the learning processes that take the student from
preconceptions to target models. It explains how models of increasing sophistication can be used to
support the learning processes found in science education. As Clement points out, this provides a
framework for thinking about cognitive learning events in individuals and, at any point in time,
instructional efforts are directed at moving the student from model Mn to model Mn+1 along what he
refers to as a learning pathway. As such, the horizontal axis reflects how learning pathways that
connect models with increasing levels of sophistication can help learners gain a conceptual
understanding at a level that goes beyond memorization of content or familiarization with process.

Figure 1: Framework for thinking about modern approaches to model construction for
learning
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He draws analogy between the use of these models in a classroom and the ways in which they are
used by expert scientists, and he argues that they are important because of “the suspicion that
conceptual models help people attain ‘conceptual understanding’ in science at a level that goes
beyond memorized facts, equations or procedures.”

From Science Education to Entrepreneurship Education
In entrepreneurship, the learning models in Figure 1 are most closely related to entrepreneurial
content and processes, i.e. the declarative knowledge (or knowledge about a topic, knowing that it is,
or what it is) and procedural knowledge (knowing how to do something, or the steps to achieve it)
talked about by Biggs (2011), and a practice within the “process world” that was introduced by Neck
and Greene (2011). These pieces of knowledge might be taught through activities such as lectures,
textbooks, cases, and sample concept models (idea models, business models, and business plans),
and assessed through quizzes, exams, and case analyses.
By taking someone along learning pathways that connect the increasingly sophisticated models, you
make room for learning outcomes that would be more associated with what Biggs (2011) refers to as
conditional knowledge (knowing when and why to apply the earlier-mentioned categories of
knowledge). You also deepen your practice more deeply in the “process world” and begin to
develop a practice in the “cognition world” of Neck and Greene (2011). These pieces of knowledge
might be taught through the development of concept models, by taking steps to incorporate a new
venture, through analysis of deeper cases, via role-playing, and with serious games and simulations.

The Deliberate Opportunity Design Learning Model
The model-based thinking outlined above is extended in Figure 2 in ways that make possible a range
of learning journeys that is more authentic to entrepreneurial contexts and, in turn, helps the student
and their teacher develop more action and practice-based approaches. The top portion is no
different than the one shown in Figure 1, i.e. it represents learning models of increasing
sophistication connected by appropriately designed learning pathways. However, it now includes a
second dimension along the vertical axis that represents instances of learning models that have
increasing probability of creating value. In other words, the farther one goes down the page, the
greater the potential becomes for creating and capturing value using the opportunity in question. I
call the conceptual scheme in Figure 2 the Deliberate Opportunity Design Learning Model and
propose that it is important both because it more authentically represents the learning that happens
when entrepreneurs design high value opportunities (than does the one in Figure 1), and because it
helps us design learning experiences through which nascent entrepreneurs can learn to do the same.
To further understand the important distinction between the two axes in Figure 2, first imagine that
one’s goal is to teach students about new businesses and the process of new business creation. One
could design a learning process in which they are required to build increasingly sophisticated models
of the underlying concepts, e.g. one could task students with creating an idea model (M1 in Figure 1),
then a business model (M2), and then a business plan (M3) for a business. While this would help
them gain an understanding of the underlying concepts represented by idea models, business
models, and business plans, it could still be quite disconnected from whether or not the underlying
business is in fact “any good”. You can learn about and understand concepts related to businesses
without yours being a high impact business and without being any good at the process of turning
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your business into a high impact business, which is where the vertical axis in Figure 2 comes in. As
well as increasing the level of sophistication of the models used in a learning context, one can also
design the learning environment such that the underlying business concept being modeled is
improved or made “better” as a result of doing the learning. Just as the expert scientist makes use of
the kinds of models and learning pathways depicted in the horizontal axis in Figure 1, an
entrepreneur who is good at coming up with successful business concepts will make use of the kinds
of models and learning pathways depicted in the vertical axis in Figure 2. They will iteratively
improve even a simple model (e.g. M11) until it gets closer to the ideal version of itself (e.g. M1ideal).

Figure 2: The Deliberate Opportunity Design Learning Model
While it is very unlikely that a serial entrepreneur who has become good at creating such businesses
will think about their work in these terms, conceptualizing the underlying learning models and
learning pathways in this way lends itself to helping others learn to do the same. By taking a student
or nascent entrepreneur along learning pathways designed to cover combinations of the two
dimensions in Figure 2, you open the doors to what Biggs (2011) refers to as functioning knowledge:
a sophisticated level of ability that leads to value creation.
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TREATING LEARNING MODELS AS PROTOTYPES OF
OPPORTUNITIES
Our second fundamental building block: Prototypes of the entire opportunity
It is common for entrepreneurs to use the concept of a prototype when developing an offering (e.g.
technologies, products, and services), whether they use a 3D printer, a website mock up, or roleplaying for a service. It is less common however, and in my view even more important from a
teaching and learning perspective, that they begin using the concept of prototyping the entire
opportunity under development. I have been working with the framework in Figure 2 for years now
to design classroom and corporate education experiences, and, through doing that, have come to
realize the power of helping the learner think about the learning model she is working with as a
prototype of the opportunity she is after realizing. (Note that many conceptual definitions of the
word “opportunity” are used in the entrepreneurship literature, which remains somewhat
fragmented on the topic, e.g. Hansen et al. (2011). For the purposes of this work, I encourage
thinking about an opportunity simply as a set of circumstances with the potential to create value. And the
prototype of an opportunity as a model of those circumstances that can be communicated to others.)
I have also learned that tools such as the idea model, business model and business plan – represent
only one of four key ways in which entrepreneurs prototype opportunities. As shown in Table 1, the
concept model is complemented by: a verbal model; a visual model; and a model of the offering. All
of these forms of opportunity prototype can be created for any place in the Deliberate Opportunity
Design Learning Model in Figure 2, and they will all evolve along with it as the underlying model
becomes more sophisticated (moves to the right along the horizontal axis in Figure 2) and as one
improves the likelihood that the opportunity will create value (moves down along the vertical axis).
Further, all four of them are as important as each other because they play different roles in
knowledge formation, knowledge evolution, and knowledge communication. In other words, the
notion of prototyping the whole opportunity in these ways is critical not just for sharing the
opportunity with others; it also plays a critical role in designing and improving the opportunity itself.

Table 1: The Four Ways of Prototyping an Opportunity
The
concept
model

This refers to the learning models shown in Figure 2 and might commonly take the form
of an idea model, a business model, or a business plan. At its simplest, this could take the
form of an idea sketched on a Post-it Note or on one of the models outlined in the next
section. Popular concept models include the lean canvas, the business model canvas,
forms of the business model as described in Morris et al. (2005), and the traditional
business plan. It can also take other forms.

The
verbal
model

This refers to a story or pitch told verbally by the entrepreneur or his or her team with the
goal of communicating the nature and scope of the opportunity to others. It captures the
range of possibilities from an informal pitch made to family or friends, to the more formal
elevator pitch, to a full pitch to investors. Like the visual model and offering prototype to
follow, such a model can be made for any position in the framework in Figure 2. And
like all the models, it plays a unique role not only in communicating knowledge but in its
formation.
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The
visual
model

This refers to some kind of visualization of the opportunity, also intended to
communicate its nature and scope. It is treated as distinct from the verbal model because
it appeals to different senses, requires different competencies to put together, and serves
different and important roles in knowledge formation. It captures the range from a quick
sketch, to the landing page of a website, to a teaser or animated whiteboard video
explaining the opportunity, to a documentary or news report on your firm.

The
model
of the
offering

Strictly speaking, this is a subset of the concept model (all instances of which require
describing the offering in some way). However, it is important to consider on its own
because of its power in communicating form and function of the opportunity being
designed, and because its importance to learning processes such as experimentation,
hypothesis testing, empathy work, customer discovery, and pre-order fulfillment. In the
earliest stages, this could take the form of a sketch or simple cardboard pretotype. As the
opportunity evolves this will go through stages to fully functional versions of products
and services.

The idea model and the notion of early stage opportunity prototyping
As mentioned in Brush et al. (2015), I have developed and made available several tools that
encourage very early stage opportunity prototyping, e.g. Bruton (2016a). One of these is included
here in Figure 3 as an example because it may be less well known to the reader than others such as
the lean canvas or business model canvas, and because it is fills a gap for such models in the early
stages of the opportunity design process (e.g. ideation and concept formation). Another even
simpler prototyping tool includes only six of the same elements and shows them on the back of a
napkin. Just as a business model does not aim to capture all the elements of business, models such
as this are not intended to represent the full sophistication of the opportunity being prototyped.
Rather, all of these tools serve us by reducing the number of variables that we are considering in our
search, and by limiting the sophistication of the required cognitive or mental model at any point in
the process. (A full business plan is no exception to this, itself also a pretty crude model or
prototype of the actual opportunity in its real and complex landscape.) And just as a business model
does not stand on its own, even an early-stage idea model should be complemented by all of the
other forms of prototype in Table 1.

Reducing debate and connecting the dots between key prototypes
It might go without saying at this point, but I want to be explicit about how the Deliberate
Opportunity Design Learning Model in Figure 2 can help reduce consternation and tension between
people who might argue that one of the concept models is universally better than another. For
example, the argument mentioned earlier between two entrepreneurship professors who felt equally
strongly about the business model canvas and the traditional business plan could have been defused
by explaining that both of those are just two of the possible prototypes in the broader
entrepreneurial process; one is not better than another and any priority given to one should only be
a matter of the desired learning outcomes. Further, both are just examples of the many prototypes
that can be engaged over a carefully designed learning pathway.
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Figure 3: The Idea Model as Opportunity Prototype
To this point, Figure 4 shows a specific route that learners might take through the opportunity
design process in an introductory entrepreneurship course I designed at Mount Royal University in
Calgary (e.g. Bruton, 2010): before embarking on the process, they are required to come up with
ideas without using any formal modeling tool at all (we use a process called “ideastorming” to seed
the ideation process); then as the course progresses they are required to prototype their selected
opportunity in two early-stage iterations shown in Figure 4 as hunch1 and hunch2 (these are
prototyped using the back-of-the-napkin model described earlier); and then again over several more
iterations using an idea model like that in Figure 3, shown here as idea2 through idea5. Another
more senior course might be designed with different goals in mind to take the students through a
learning pathway that moves more to the bottom right side of Figure 4, ending with a business plan
for a relatively high potential new venture. And, yet another course might only have desired learning
outcomes related to the mechanics of writing a business planning document, not caring about how
much value the venture could actually capture. The learning journey in that case might only have
them occupy the upper rightmost cell in Figure 4 for the duration of a course.
It is hoped that this perspective on using the Deliberate Opportunity Design Learning Model to
design modules and courses can help with the task of instructional and pedagogical design for
action-based entrepreneurship education.
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Figure 4: A sample Deliberate Opportunity Design learning pathway

THE DELIBERATE OPPORTUNITY DESIGN LEARNING
PROCESS
Even though they are relatively new to the scene, it turns out that the learning processes
underpinning approaches like the lean startup and design thinking can be related to each other and
to other traditional approaches, such as the more predictive business planning process, in a relatively
straightforward manner. In this section we shift our focus from the models and prototypes of the
opportunity to the processes of opportunity design with the goals of: 1) making the relationship
between some of the existing processes more explicit, in turn by building on the decades-old
thinking of Argyris (1977) and Argyris (1991) on single and double-loop learning; and 2) using that
thinking as a basis for defining what I call the Deliberate Opportunity Design Learning Process, a
generally applicable process for designing opportunities.

Our third fundamental building block: Double Loop Learning and the notion of
productive reasoning
Two contrasting models of learning are described in Argyris (1977), a now-classic Harvard Business
Review article. The first model of learning is called single loop learning and it is depicted in Figure
5a. When a person or organization works in this way, plans and rules are operationalized within a set
of governing variables, and those variables go unquestioned. Plans are written, for example,
decisions are made based on those plans, actions are taken, outcomes are achieved, and feedback
received drives future actions – all within a single loop. The second model of learning, called double
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loop learning is depicted in Figure 5b. It is different because the governing variables are deliberately
questioned in ways that lead to shifts in the frames from which plans are written and decisions are
made. Argyris (1991) goes on to tell us that single loop learning is dangerous because it is the result
of “defensive reasoning” and “organizational defensive routines”. This body of work has influenced
thinking about organizational learning and encouraged the pursuit of double loop learning and the
so-called “productive reasoning” that accompanies it.

Figure 5: The concept of double loop learning

Connecting the dots between key processes such as predictive planning, lean startup,
and design thinking
If one redraws the single and double loop learning processes as has been done in Figure 6a and
Figure 6b, respectively, then one has a layout on the page that lends itself well to the mapping of
some key entrepreneurial processes. For example, the traditional predictive project or business
planning process can be mapped onto the single loop learning model, as shown in Figure 6c. This is
not to say that all project and business planners work blindly, never testing their assumptions; there
are clearly exceptions and ways to apply planning tools that rise beyond single loop learning. (That
said, the reader is urged to read Argyris (1991) and more recent related publications for convincing
arguments about how single loop learning, defensive reasoning, and the resulting “doom loop”
dominate our personal and organizational practices.)
On the other hand, the lean startup process (Ries, 2011) and the design thinking process (d.School,
2016) can both be mapped as double loop learning processes, as shown in Figure 6d and Figure 6e,
respectively. While this may explain their usefulness and appeal, it is not to say that those processes
are the same as each other; anyone familiar with them will know that they differ greatly in detail.
However, it is to say that these processes (and others that fall into this category but that have not
been considered here) can be understood within a common conceptual scheme. And that by doing
this we can break down some of the perceived differences between them that might have been
cultivated as a result of their application in different domains and their own processes of
commercialization.
The analysis summarized here culminates in the Deliberate Opportunity Design Learning Process
shown in Figure 6f. This process is important for several reasons. First is that it is an action-based
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approach through which entrepreneurs can learn and develop their practices; it enables learning
through authentic entrepreneurial action. Second, because it relates other processes popular today to
existing bodies of work, such as the examples given above from the field of organizational learning,
it can help researchers communicate and advance their calls for leaps in practice. For example, the
practices of experimentation, play, empathy and creation outlined in Neck and Greene (2011) can all
be situated in different parts of the process in Figure 6f and engaged through appropriate choice of
the related tools and approaches.

Figure 6: The Deliberate Opportunity Design Learning Process
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Third, it serves as a more generally applicable extension of those other processes. By not being tied
to any specific approach, it connects the other approaches in a sort of a “framework of frameworks”
(to borrow that concept from Morris et al., 2001). In turn, this helps put the focus of educational
design on pulling from a portfolio of approaches, rather than depending on any one of them. In the
same way, it also serves as a lens through which the instructional designer can look at her work. For
example, the process itself enables the learning pathways an entrepreneur needs to experience in
order to get between the learning models of Figure 2. Fourth, it helps put to rest debates about any
one of the processes popular today being universally better than another; we propose that they can
all be viewed as related processes in the educator’s toolkit, each aimed at serving the general process
in different ways. Finally, it places emphasis on the very important and often oversimplified and
overlooked roles of critique and assessment within the cycle. It is this that helps entrepreneurs build
competencies that allow them to reason productively, in the words of Argyris (1996), rather than just
defensively. Doing this is the subject of the next section.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CRITIQUE AND ASSESSMENT
PHASES OF THE OPPORTUNITY DESIGN PROCESS
The Deliberate Opportunity Design Learning Process in Figure 6f is explicit in emphasizing the
importance of an entrepreneur (and her team) being able to carry out a critique and do a reliable
assessment of the opportunity being designed. The goals of this section are to make more explicit
the need for this, and to share an example of work being done to make it possible.

Our fourth fundamental building block: Enabling learners to assess the valuecreating potential of their own opportunities
If we are going to ask people to learn by actually trying to create value then it is required that we also
give them tools with which they can assess their own progress in doing so. Although this is naturally
an imperfect and imprecise process for any task as complex as those encountered in
entrepreneurship, good work is being done to make it possible for a student, entrepreneur, or
manager to build a reliable critique of their work and, through that, be able to assess their success
well enough to drive future iterations of the design process.
In Bruton (2010), for example, it was described that students could assess a new venture (or
portfolio of new ventures) in such a way as to map its value creation potential to a chart like that
shown in Figure 7a. In this example, the shaded dot represents the resulting measures of: 1) the
venture’s potential impact, in turn a function of its assessed situations in terms of customer (C),
value proposition (VP) and substitutes and alternatives (SA); and 2) the venture’s potential
feasibility, in turn a function of its assessed situations in terms of distinctive competency (DC),
offering (O), and people on the team (P). These six variables are chosen to be the same as those
modeled in the opportunity prototype in the first place (e.g. see Figure 3 which also uses C, VP, SA,
DC, O and P), and the scores in each category come about through the critique phase of the process
shown in Figure 6f. Translating between those scores and the potential impact and feasibility can be
accomplished in one of several ways, including the use of a spreadsheet that implements the key
relationship, and the use of the idea slide rules found at Bruton (2016b). In the ideation stage, this
approach puts into students’ hands a critique and self-assessment process like that summarized in
Figure 8. In turn, this gives them the freedom to implement a version of the process in Figure 6f,
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and enables them to come up with a better opportunity by moving on their own down the vertical
axis of the framework in Figure 2.
Generalizing, our task as educators is to enable the Deliberate Opportunity Design Learning Process
of Figure 6f using appropriately selected tools and approaches that will help learners ideate,
prototype, test, empathize, critique, and assess for greater value with only our guidance (i.e. it can no
longer be our role to judge of the value-creating potential of their opportunity). It is clear that
although teachers need to support the student by assessing his or her learning, working in a truly
authentic action-based educational paradigm will require that the student can assess their own efforts
to create value. If we do not teach methods that allow them to do this, then they will not have the
productive reasoning competencies required to navigate their way across Figure 2 toward really big
value in Figure 7a – either along the learning pathways we design for them while in our classrooms,
or when they tackle the same tasks in their own work.

Figure 7: On the importance of assessing one’s own opportunity

Connecting the dots between key opportunity design goals like the MVP
Figure 7b has been included to round out our work to connect the dots between the various popular
approaches in use today using the generalized models in this paper. It shows how three of the most
common opportunity design goals are related to each other and to the assessment approach shared
in the last section. The first is the really big value (RBV) zone introduced by Bruton (2010) and
refers to target opportunities that have the highest potential impact and feasibility possible for the
entrepreneur in the conditions she finds herself. The second is the customer learning (CL) zone
which refers to opportunity prototypes designed and implemented deliberately to help the
entrepreneur learn as much as possible as efficiently as possible about his or her context or
customer. These put the focus on what one can feasibly test as soon as possible, and the Minimum
Viable Product (MVP) of Ries (2011) would fall into this zone. The third is the big hairy audacious
goal (BHAG) zone, which refers to opportunity prototypes designed deliberately to put the focus on
what would have the most impact, without regard to whether or not it is feasible. The emphasis in
design thinking on solving wicked problems is an example of this last design goal in action.
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Figure 8: A simple critique and self-assess process for opportunity design

THE ENABLING COMPETENCY IMPERATIVE
Helping the students make the leap too
Before closing, it is important to consider how much more is being asked of a student or nascent
entrepreneur in learning contexts that require them to succeed in the more action and practice-based
approaches being enabled here. For example, imagine a student who will only have to write an exam
on firm valuation techniques after working through the related problems in a textbook. Think about
how different the competencies are that he will require to succeed (competencies both as a learner
and as an entrepreneur) from those that a student would require if challenged to create and capture
value in an authentic action-oriented entrepreneurial process (that might in turn require her to
master tools for valuing her own firm as one of many such steps in the process). This is but one
example of the importance of being realistic about and being able to articulate the competencies
required for succeeding in such an educational paradigm. It is imperative that we design curricular
and co-curricular experiences that will enable students to build the right competencies, a reality that
points in turn to the research being carried out to provide frameworks for learning outcomes and
competencies in modern entrepreneurship education, e.g. Siwan and Rowley (2010), Pittaway and
Edwards (2012), Morris et al. (2013), Duval-Couetil (2013), and Lackéus (2014).

Our fifth fundamental building block: The Enabling Competencies Model for
Deliberate Opportunity Design
In Bruton (2015), the model of Biggs (2011) was extended to help pedagogical designers go about
the task of framing and articulating their desired learning outcomes while also incorporating the
leading edge work on competencies of the above-mentioned authors. The result is called the
Enabling Competencies Model because it speaks to the competencies a learner needs to gain so that
they will be able to learn and develop through action and practice-based approaches such as
Deliberate Opportunity Design. Key ideas related to this model are shared here. The first is that
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these enabling competencies should be looked at as more than just “knowledge” or “skills”
colloquially defined, and that considerable power can come from thinking about them in more of a
structured way, as many of the above-mentioned authors have concluded. The second key idea is
that although competencies and learning outcomes are related concepts, they do not quite mean the
same thing in the context of a Deliberate Opportunity Design approach. Rather, we suggest thinking
of a competency as coming from the ability to apply a set of achieved learning outcomes in a certain
context in order to create a benefit or achieve some real world results. This notion lends itself well
to a practice-based perspective of entrepreneurship education where the goal is to learn by doing
things that create value. The third key idea is that there are three fundamental levels of learning
outcomes (or as Biggs (2011) might call them: levels of knowledge, or levels of knowing) that
contribute to any competency. As shown on the left side of Figure 9, these are: 1) the necessary
abilities; 2) the key behaviors that enable those abilities; and 3) the base knowledge, skills and
attitudes that make the behaviors possible. The fourth key idea is that these levels lend themselves
nicely as a framework upon which to hang six complementary categories of entrepreneurial learning
outcomes. As shown in the boxes in Figure 9 and defined in detail in Table 2, these are: functioning
knowledge; conditional knowledge; physical knowledge; declarative knowledge; affective knowledge;
and procedural knowledge. Finally, the fifth key idea is that the different types of knowledge (and
associated learning outcomes) that make up a competency are related to and support each other as
shown by the lines between the boxes in Figure 9, e.g. truly functioning knowledge depends on the
related conditional and physical knowledge, and those depend in turn on those that might apply at
the base of the competency model.

Figure 9: The Enabling Competencies Model for Deliberate Opportunity Design
Table 2: The Enabling Competencies
Level 1:
The
necessary
ability

This level corresponds to one of several key abilities that need to be performed in order for
the entrepreneurial learner to create value – it depends on achieving and being able to
integrate the other related learning outcomes. It includes one kind knowledge:
•

Functioning knowledge – A sophisticated level of ability leading to value creation knowing how to employ the other related types of knowledge and perform an
understanding of them in order to solve complex problems and function as an effective
entrepreneur, e.g. learners will … be able to build and sell a new venture in order solve
a complex problem in society
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Level 2:
The key
behaviors

The learning outcomes at this level provide a bridge between the functioning knowledge
(Level 1 above) and the related base knowledge (Level 3 below). They include:
•

•

Level 3:
The base
knowledge,
skills, and
attitudes

Conditional knowledge – Knowing WHEN and WHY to apply the base knowledge,
skills and attitudes, i.e. when to apply use certain approaches or access appropriate
content or affective knowledge, e.g. learners will … know when/why to use one form
of business legal structure over another
Physical knowledge – Having knowledge to move things from concept to tangible
reality, e.g. learners will … build and test prototypes of their product and business
concepts, or … incorporate in the various forms of business

These outcomes are the building blocks or foundation, and make the other levels and the
overall competency possible. They are often easiest to articulate and assess, and they serve
to enable the others. This level includes three kinds of outcome:
•

•

•

Declarative knowledge – Knowing ABOUT something, knowing THAT it is, or
WHAT it is, e.g. learners will … be able to recognize and name the different types of
market segments, such as Total Addressable Market (TAM).
Affective knowledge – Knowing the SELF and OTHERS: values, attitudes, emotions,
feelings, e.g. learners will … be aware of the attitudes and desires of customers, or …
know what deeply inspires them.
Procedural knowledge – Knowing HOW to do something, or the steps to achieve it,
e.g. learners will … know how to do empathy mapping session, or … value a firm

SUMMARY
This chapter advanced a framework and way of thinking and practice referred to as Deliberate
Opportunity Design (DOD) and proposed that it has the potential to help shift entrepreneurial
learning toward the more action and practice-based paradigms being called for in the field today. By
building upon notions of model-based learning from the field of science education and foundational
work in the area of organizational learning, it demonstrated how tools and approaches such as the
idea model, the lean canvas, the business model (and business model canvas), the traditional
business plan, lean startup, and design thinking are actually all connected, complementary, and useful
to the broader goal when used in appropriate forms and at appropriate times. Approaches to the
often-overlooked areas of critique and self-assessment were provided, and an approach was shared
for bringing into the instructional and pedagogical design processes leading thinking on the
competencies students will require to make the leap to these “new frontiers”. It is hoped that this
work provides guidance to educators both by connecting the dots between these traditional and
popular approaches, and by informing new principles for designing entrepreneurial learning
experiences.
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